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Better Bank recruiting 
through Social Media
By Jens Jahn, Reinhard Messenböck, and Daniel Wernicke

Banks in Germany are facing chal-
lenges in recruiting recent graduates. 

The lingering effects of the global financial 
crisis still weigh on the desirability of 
banks as places to work, and many young 
people consider the industry to be behind 
the times. 

Social media give banks a chance to im-
prove their recruiting. But to exploit this 
emerging channel, banks must pursue it ac-
tively. Most notably, they need to view so-
cial media not simply as a brand-building 
channel but as a recruitment channel.

To better understand the possibilities of  
social media recruiting, The Boston Con-
sulting Group partnered with SRH Hoch-
schule Berlin, a leading business school, to 
survey 700 students from a wide range of 
German universities.1 Three overall find-
ings emerged from the survey.

Social media recruiting is an underutilized 
channel. More than 99% of the survey 
respondents had at least one social-media 
account, and two-thirds used Xing, the 

German-language recruiting site, and 
LinkedIn to network and to publicize their 
accomplishments. But these students still 
relied much more heavily on banks’ 
websites and on Web searches to learn 
about potential employers. 

Half of the respondents found their last in-
ternship online, while the other half found 
it through other channels, such as recom-
mendations and schools’ career-services of-
fices. Only 2% found their last internship 
through social media.

Students are disappointed in the social 
media offerings of German banks. If 
German banks want to use social media to 
attract job candidates, they will have to do 
a better job of tailoring those channels to 
their needs. Almost 80% of the respondents 
said they would visit the social media 
profiles of a German bank to look for a job 
or an internship, and 9% of the respon-
dents actually applied for a position after 
they saw it advertised on social media. But 
students are largely dissatisfied with the 
overall career-development content on 
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banks’ social-media channels, ranking it 
lower than general social-media content 
and design.

Recruiting social-media sites are not the 
only game in town. While Xing and  
LinkedIn are the clear market leaders in 
social media recruiting, students are 
increasingly willing to share professional 
information on Facebook. Nearly one-third 
of the respondents display their academic 
degrees on Facebook, and almost one- 
quarter show work experience and profes-
sional interests. (See Exhibits 1 and 2.) 

Given Facebook’s incredible penetration of 
99% among the survey respondents, these 

disclosures provide significant insight into a 
huge pool of potential employees. Facebook 
also attracts twice as many followers as 
LinkedIn or Xing among students interested 
in working for German banks, allowing the 
banks to extend their networks and use so-
cial media as a talent pipeline. In light of 
these findings—underutilization of chan-
nels by banks, disappointment by students, 
and the relevance of Facebook—how should 
banks respond? Below are three ways.

Show Me the Jobs
Survey respondents visit social media chan-
nels to learn about job or internship oppor-
tunities. That was the reason cited by  
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Exhibit 1 | Information Shared on LinkedIn by Students in Germany 
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Exhibit 2 | Not All Fun and Games: Information Shared on Facebook by Students in Germany
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more than three-quarters, or 78%, of survey 
respondents for going to a bank’s social- 
media channel. (See Exhibit 3.) Unfortu-
nately, few banks offer jobs and internships 
through this channel. Only 2% of the  
survey respondents actually found their 
most recent internship through social me-
dia. In contrast, 47% found it through an on-
line search and 28% through a recommen-
dation.

Banks should expand their social-media 
channels to capture this untapped demand. 
The social media channels of most German 
banks are currently populated with general 
information. But survey respondents are 
more likely to visit traditional websites, 
conduct Web searches, and reach out to 
their professional networks to acquire that 
information, according to the survey. 
There’s nothing wrong with banks using so-
cial media for general brand building, but 
it should be supplemented by strong career 
content and job opportunities. 

Survey respondents rated the employ-
ment-related content on the social media 
channels of German banks as consistently 
weaker than their overall messaging and 
design. Yet social media channels allow 
banks to connect directly with potential ap-
plicants—something that most respondents 
said they were willing to do. More than 
three-quarters of the survey respondents 
who used Xing said they would connect 
with a headhunter through social media 

channels. More than two-thirds of LinkedIn 
users were willing to do so, too. 

Facebook Matters
Many employers mistakenly do not view 
Facebook as a recruiting channel. While it 
may not rival LinkedIn or Xing as a talent 
acquisition channel in the medium term, 
it’s too big to ignore. Respondents said that 
they were slightly more likely to visit Face-
book than LinkedIn to seek information 
about a bank. Moreover, 42% said they 
would connect with a recruiter at a poten-
tial employer through Facebook.

Given Facebook’s wide reach, banks can 
create awareness and generate a network 
effect on the site. For example, 63% of the 
respondents said they would be more likely 
to sign up for a job-related workshop if 
they saw that their friends were attending.

define Your Social-Media  
Strategy
Social media channels continue to serve 
valuable roles in marketing, brand build-
ing, and customer feedback. It can be chal-
lenging to manage these roles and engage 
in talent acquisition. To overcome this chal-
lenge, companies should think about 
launching separate career-development 
presences on social media, similar to their 
career websites. Nearly three-quarters, or 
73%, of the survey respondents, for exam-
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Exhibit 3 | Why Students Visit Social Media Channels of German Banks
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ple, said that they would like banks to have 
a separate career profile on Facebook. 

The career content on social media chan-
nels should be clearly identified and offer 
specific jobs and internships. It should be 
clearly segregated from traditional so-
cial-media content. Ideally, separate 
teams—likely marketing and HR—should 
manage these two activities. 

At a time when German banks are hav-
ing recruiting challenges, social media 

represent a new source of talent acquisi-

tion. Banks can tap into the network effects 
of social media and their vast amount of 
relevant data to bring in more and better 
young recruits than their competitors. 

Note
1. The survey was distributed through BCG’s 
Facebook career page and careerloft, an online 
network for high-potential students. More than half 
of the respondents, who were between the ages of 18 
and 35, will start looking for work in the next year; 
57% consider banks to be attractive employers. The 
respondents made up a diverse group, with about 20 
nationalities represented; about 40% were seeking 
degrees in law, business, or economics, and 25% were 
seeking a PhD.
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